The field of astroparticle physics is currently the focus of prolific scientific activity. In the last decade, this field has undergone significant developments thanks to several experimental results from CREAM, PAMELA, Fermi, and H.E.S.S. Moreover, the next generation of instruments, such as AMS-02 (launched on 16 May 2011) and CTA, will undoubtedly facilitate more sensitive and precise measurements of the cosmic-ray and γ -ray fluxes. To fully exploit the wealth of high precision data generated by these experiments, robust and efficient statistical tools such as Markov Chain Monte Carlo algorithms or evolutionary algorithms, able to handle the complexity of joint parameter spaces and datasets, are necessary for a phenomenological interpretation. The Grenoble Analysis Toolkit (GreAT) is an user-friendly and modular object orientated framework in C++, which samples the user-defined parameter space with a pre-or userdefined algorithm. The functionality of GreAT is presented in the context of cosmic-ray physics, where the boron-to-carbon (B/C) ratio is used to constrain cosmic-ray propagation models.
Introduction
A rapidly increasing proportion of modern physical and astrophysical analyses are characterised by the application of extensive experimental datasets to constrain the parameter spaces of complex multi-dimensional models. Such analyses are necessarily highly computationally intensive; so much so that even for moderate increases in the dimensionality of the model parameter spaces, or the extent of the plausible hyper-regions under exploration, naïve scanning approaches rapidly become unfeasible. These difficulties are particularly relevant in the context of increasingly prevalent analyses involving sophisticated modelling and global fitting of diverse, multi-messenger data. Fortunately, the computational expense of such analyses can be substantially reduced by the application of more discriminatory scanning algorithms such as Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC).
The Grenoble Analysis Toolkit (GreAT) 1 provides a flexible framework which allows researchers to rapidly implement advanced tools for statistical data analysis. In particular, the highly customisable, modular design of GreAT facilitates straightforward development of utilities for parameter estimation, the derivation of confidence intervals, goodness-of-fit quantification and hypothesis testing. In order to provide a fast and efficient handling and plotting of the data, GreAT is interfaced with the ROOT package 2 developed at CERN. In addition, the Function Parser library fparser4.5.1 3 is included in the GreAT software for parsing and evaluating mathematical function from a string.
In Section 2 we outline the GreAT package content before describing an implementation of an Markov Chain Monte Carlo algorithm in Section 3. A step-by-step tutorial to the GreAT software is given in Section 4, sketching a simple example for its use in parameter inference. An application of the MCMC algorithm to cosmicray physics is discussed in Section 5, before concluding in Section 6.
Code content
In order to provide a customisable, user-friendly interface GreAT is implemented as a C++ framework of class templates and abstract base classes. The general structure of the code is shown in Fig. 1 : within a given invocation of GreAT, the user interacts exclusively with a manager class, which coordinates all interactions between the otherwise independent components of the analysis.
To define their analysis, the user is required to define a model which consists of :
• the parameters of the model, each parameter can be specified as a fixed, free or nuisance parameter. For non-fixed parameters, the range of allowed values must be specified. A prior function for each parameter can also be defined by the user. If left unspecified, the default prior is taken as a flat distribution in the parameter range.
• a likelihood function used to infer the above described model parameters,
• optionally, a prior function. If this is not defined the default prior is taken as the product of the parameter prior functions defined either by the user or taken as uniform.
The user must then specify one or more algorithms that should be used to perform the statistical analysis. Due to its modularity, the GreAT framework can be customised and extended to numerous algorithms. The required interface for the algorithm class, is implemented in terms of an abstract base class, from which userdefined algorithms must inherit. It contains two main virtual functions which define the behaviour of the scanning algorithm, i.e. the initialisation of the first and the draw of each further point in the parameter space.
During the analysis, each algorithm outputs results as instances of user-defined trial classes, whose specificities necessarily depend on the chosen algorithm (typically a trial will contain all parameter values and the logarithmic likelihood value). These trials are stored in trial lists and eventually used for a further analysis which can be defined with the help of the estimator class. Provided that the algorithm contains an analysis strategy for the resulting trials, the estimator class can be used to compute the covariance matrix, the one and two dimensional distributions, as well as the confidence intervals of the free model parameters.
The current version of the GreAT software comprises one predefined sampling algorithm: a Markov Chain Monte Carlo which is described in the subsequent section.
In order to have a portable package and uniform builds, the GreAT software contains a configure script which probes the users system for required functions, libraries, and tools. It then generates all Makefiles to build the package.
Markov Chain Monte Carlo
The Bayesian approach aims to assess the extent to which an experimental dataset improves our knowledge of a given theoretical model. The technically difficult point of Bayesian parameter estimation lies in the determination of the individual posterior probability-density function (PDF), which requires an (highdimensional) integration of the overall posterior density. Thus an efficient sampling method for the posterior PDF is mandatory. We have implemented a Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) algorithm for Bayesian parameter inference [1, 2] . In general, MCMC methods attempt to study any target distribution of a vector of parameters θ, by generating a sequence of n points (hereafter a chain) {θ i } i=1,...,n = {θ 1 , θ 2 , . . . , θ n }. The chain is Markovian in the sense that the sampling distribution of θ n+1 is influenced entirely by the value of θ n . MCMC algorithms are designed to ensure that the time spent by the Markov chain in a region of the parameter space is proportional to the target PDF value in this region. Here, the prescription used to generate the Markov chains is the Metropolis-Hastings algorithm [3, 4] , which ensures that the stationary distribution of the chain asymptotically tends to the target PDF by generating a candidate state picked at random from a proposal distribution and accepting or rejecting this candidate state with a given probability. A more detailed description of the used Metropolis-Hastings algorithm with its acceptance criterion as well as the used proposal functions is given in Putze et al. [1] .
To obtain a reliable estimate of the PDF, the chain analysis is based on the selection of a subset of points from the chains. Some steps at the beginning of the chain are discarded (burn-in length), in order to forget the random starting point. By construction, each step of the chain is correlated with the previous steps: sets of independent samples are obtained by thinning the chain (over the correlation length). The fraction of independent samples measuring the efficiency of the MCMC is defined to be the fraction of steps remaining after discarding the burn-in steps and thinning the chain. The final results of the MCMC analysis are the target PDF and all marginalised PDFs. They are obtained by merely counting the number of samples within the related region of parameter space.
To optimise the efficiency of the MCMC and minimise the number of chains to be processed, the proposal distribution should be as close as possible to the true distribution. In [1, 2] and seminal works, three alternative proposal functions were used to explore the parameter space: a one-dimensional Gaussian distribution, a multivariate Gaussian distribution, and a distribution obtained by binary space partitioning. In the current version of the MCMC implemented in GreAT, only the multivariate Gaussian distribution is used where the covariance matrix can be automatically reevaluated after each chain from all previous processed chains. The updated covariance matrix is then saved externally in order to allow chains running in parallel to use the latest evaluation.
How to use the GreAT software: a simple example
To illustrate the use of the GreAT software, we consider a simple problem, implemented in the MCMCSegmentedLine.cc example, where data are adjusted to a segmented line with a breakpoint (BP) at x BP :
where a 1,2 and b are the slopes and the y-axis intercept of the line segments, respectively. An example code for the above defined function is given in listings 1.
Assuming that the uncertainties σ y i of the n measured data points y i are independent and normally distributed, the least square and the maximum likelihood are equivalent. The logarithmic likelihood function can hence be defined as:
where the additive terms that do not depend on the parameters have been dropped.
In this example, we chose the following parameters: a 1 = 1, b = 1.5, a 2 = 2, and x BP = 5. Data points are generated for x = 0, . . . , 9 using function (1) and smeared with a random Gaussian noise of standard deviation of 0.5 (see listing 2 and Fig. 3 for an illustration). 
Defining a model
In the following, the implementation of a TGreatModel with a parameter set and a likelihood function is outlined. The optional prior function may similarly be defined.
Defining the model parameters
Each model parameter is an instantiation of the TGreatParameter class. The parameter characteristics described in Section 2, are initialised either via the constructor or the appropriate Set functions. Prior functions can be implemented using the ROOT TF1 function class. If no prior function is given, an uniform distribution in the defined range is assumed.
The TGreatParameterSet class regroups an ensemble of defined model parameters. These can be accessed directly via its unique identifiable name or index. The user can extend the parameter set using the AddParameter function. When a TGreatModel object is instantiated with the default constructor, an empty TGreatParameterSet object is created, which can be filled calling one of the TGreatModel:: AddParameter functions. An implementation of the above introduced example model with four free parameters is given in listing 3, where a Gaussian prior distribution is assumed for the breakpoint parameter x BP (see line 62-64). 
Defining a model likelihood function
The user can define a likelihood function as a function pointer returning a double precision value for a point of the defined parameter space. It is then given to the TGreatModel object by the SetLogLikelihoodFunction as shown in line 48 of listing 3.
The logarithmic likelihood function defined in Eq. (2) is implemented in listing 4 for the segmented line model. Easy access to the parameter values at any given point of the parameter space through its name or index is provided by the TGreatPoint class. // Define the parameters of the model 36 // void TGreatModel :: AddParameter (std :: string n, std :: string u = "unit", double v = 0., double v_min = -0.5* DBL_MAX , double v_max = 0.5* DBL_MAX , TGreatParameter :: EType t = TGreatParameter :: kFreeP ) MyModel -> AddParameter ("a1" , "unit", 0., 0., 1.5); 38 MyModel -> AddParameter ("b" , "unit", 0., 0., 3.5);
Defining a manager
MyModel -> AddParameter ("a2" , "unit", 0., 0., 3.5);
40
// Alternatively one can define the parameters of the model using a prior function 42 // void AddParameter (std :: string n, std :: string u , double v, TF1* prior , TGreatParameter ::
EType t) TF1 * xBP_prior = new TF1(" xBP_prior ", "gaus", 2.5, 7.5); 44 xBP_prior -> SetParameters (1./ sqrt (2.* TMath ::Pi()) /* normalisation */, 5. /* mean */, 1. /* standard deviation */); MyModel -> AddParameter ("xBP", "unit", 5., xBP_prior , TGreatParameter :: kFreeP ); In listing 5 an MCMC with a multivariate Gaussian proposal function is used where the covariance matrix is automatically updated (SetUpdateStatus(true)) after each of the ten trial lists containing 20 000 trials.
Defining a estimator
Each algorithm describes a different procedure to scan the parameter space, resulting in a list of trials which may or not all be used for the statistical interpretation of the model under study. Accordingly, an algorithm should also provide an analysis strategy to extract the relevant trials for further analyses. If this condition is fulfilled, the user can then define a TGreatEstimator to estimate the covariance matrix, the one and two dimensional distributions, as well as the confidence intervals of the free model parameters, where all distributions are marginalised over the model nuisance parameters.
The needed input ROOT::TTree containing the trial lists produced by the scanning algorithm can directly be given to the TGreatEstimator constructor (see listing 6) or passed with the appropriate Set function. The user can then call the ComputePDF() function to fill ROOT::TH1D and ROOT::TH2D histograms for the one and two dimensional parameter distributions, respectively. With the PlotPDF() function a ROOT:: TCanvas containing all free parameter distributions with additional 68% and 95% contours is plotted. The resulting PDFs for the parameters of the segmented line model are shown in Fig. 2 . The most probable values and 68% credible intervals for each model parameter obtained from the one dimensional marginalised PDFs are listed in Table 1 in comparison to the true parameter values. As one can see, all parameter values have been correctly estimated within the corresponding 68% credible intervals. The parameter sets contained in the credible region are used to draw a credible belt on the data points shown in Fig. 3 .
Without any need of a trial list analyser the estimator can be used to visualise one or more trial lists for all parameter and logarithmic likelihood values with the help of the 
Application to cosmic-ray physics
One outstanding issue in the field cosmic-ray (CR) physics is the determination of the transport parameters in the Galaxy. During the journey of Galactic cosmic rays (GCRs), from the acceleration sites to the solar neighbourhood, secondary CR species are produced due to nuclear interactions of heavier primary species with the interstellar medium. Hence, they are tracers of the CR transport in the Galaxy. Secondary-to-primary ratios, such as e.g., B/C, subFe/Fe, are therefore suitable quantities to constrain the transport parameters for species Z ≤ 30. We show here some constraints obtained for the B/C ratio in the framework of a diffusion model using the MCMC algorithm described above, interfaced with the USINE propagation package [2] .
We consider the 1D thin disc diffusion model [5] with constant Galactic wind V c and minimal reacceleration. The diffusion coefficient is given by K (R) = K 0 βR δ . The free parameters of this model are the constant Galactic wind speed V c , the normalisation K 0 and the slope δ of the diffusion coefficient K (R), and finally the Alfvén velocity V a related to the reacceleration. Here we used the B/C data only and we fixed the halo size of the Galaxy L to 4 kpc. The B/C dataset consists of (i) low-energy data taken by the IMP7-8 [6] , the Voyager 1&2 [7] , and the ACE-CRIS [8] (iii) higher energy data from Spacelab [10] and the published CREAM data [11] . The marginalised PDFs for the model parameters and their correlations are shown in Fig. 5 . Taking advantage of the knowledge of the posterior distribution, sampled by the MCMC, we can estimate credible intervals for each parameter as well as a credible region in the whole parameter space. In Bayesian statistics, the so-called credible interval defines a range [θ a , θ b ] which contains the true value θ 0 with a given degree of belief. The parameter sets contained in the credible regions are used to draw credible envelopes (belt) on the fluxes. An example is given in Fig. 6 which demonstrates that current data are already able to constrain strongly the B/C ratio, even at high energy. A more detailed description of the performed MCMC study and results on stable and radioactive nuclei are given in [1, 2] . A summary of recent results from this MCMC analysis is presented in [12, 13] .
Conclusion
Whereas most statistical analysis packages focus on one specific algorithm and method, the Grenoble Analysis Toolkit (GreAT) is an user-friendly and modular object orientated framework in C++, which allows scientists to easily apply many kinds of statistical analysis to their data. In addition to the delivered algorithms, the user can effortlessly implement or interface their favoured analysis from other packages. It will soon be available for download from the GreAT website (http://lpsc.in2p3.fr/great). Here we have briefly described an implementation of the Metropolis-Hastings MCMC algorithm and its subsequent application to address an outstanding question in cosmic-ray physics. Future developments of the GreAT software will include multi-threading of the base code, and additional scanning algorithms such as genetic and differential evolution algorithms.
